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Abstract:
Stemmers are softwares that find syntactic` roots of the words. They play an important role in
natural language processing and other fields such as information retrieval (IR). In IR using
stemmed words instead of the original words, could increase as much as 15 percent to the overall
performance. In this paper, we report on the development of the first Persian stemmer (Bon). Bon
is tested on a collection of Persian texts in the domain of computer science. In our experiments, the
recall has been improved by 40 percent.
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1.

Introduction

In Natural languages, we can find limited words that are syntactic’ roots of the other
words. In an Indo-European language like Persian, a typical word contains a stem (root)
which refers to central idea or meaning, and certain affixes have been added to this stem to
modify the meaning and/or fit the word for its syntactic role.
Stemming is a widely used method of word standardization designed to allow the
matching of morphologically related terms. If, for example, a searcher enters the term
stemming as part of a query, it is likely that he or she will also be interested in such
variants as stemmed and stem. Stemmers are softwares that extract stems of word
automatically [1].
In natural language processing and other fields such as information retrieval (IR),
stemmers play an important role. In IR using stemmed words instead of the original words,
could increase the level of the exhaustivity of indexing, and could contribute as much as 15
percent to increasing overall performance. Also stemming reduce the size of indexing files.
Since a single stem typically corresponds to several full terms, by storing stems instead of
terms, compression factors of over 50 percent can be achieved. Thus in this paper we
report on the development of the first Persian stemmer which is called Bon. In next section
stemming algorithm type of Bon will be described. Then in section 3 we will study some
of the properties of Persian words. Section 4 present Bon algorithm and section 5 describes
experiments. Finally last section is allocated to conclusions.

2. Persian Words
Persian is an Indo-European language. So in this language there are few stems, and
other words are constructed by adding prefixes and suffixes to stems. Bon is an affix
removal stemmer. Affix removal algorithms remove suffixes and/or prefixes from terms
leaving a stem. These algorithms sometimes also transform the resultant stem. A simple
example of an affix removal stemmer is one that removes the plurals from terms [1].
However, in removing Persian affixes, there are many exceptions.

Persian verbs have inflectional property, because they include person, number, and
tense. Therefor Bon has a dictionary of infinitives (and in exceptions, present tense of an
infinitive). Moreover, infinitives (verbs) in Persian can be simple, or compound, or phrasal.
We can find at least one space between components of compound or phrasal infinitives in
Persian. For example, in Persian, we have “(”ﻗـﺴﻢ ﺧـﻮﺭﺩﻥghasam xordan) that is equal to “oath”,
and “( ”ﺍﺯ ﺩﺳـﺖ ﺩﺍﺩﻥaz dast dädan) that is equal to “lose”. So all components of these infinitives
(verbs) should be considered as a whole word. We have considered this problem in our
stemmer algorithm.
In Persian plural nouns are made by adding “(”ﺍﻥän) or “(”ﻫـﺎhä) to the end of nouns. But
if any noun ands in a ”(”ﻩeh); then before adding “ (”ﺍﻥän), “(”ﻩeh) converts to “(”ﮒeg) as
shown in the figure 1(a). Also there are nouns which ending in a “ (”ﺍﻥän), but are not plural
like “(”ﻗﻬﺮﻣـﺎﻥghahramän). Moreover some nouns that are adopted from Arabic language have
irregular plural form (“Mokassar”) as shown in the figure 1(b). In addition plural form of
some nouns are made by adding Arabic plural signs like “(”ﻭﻥun), ”(”ﻳـﻦin), and “(”ﺍﺕat) as
shown in the figure 1(c). But if a noun ends in a “ (”ﺍä),”(”ﻭu), ”(”ﻩeh), or “(”ﻱy), instead of
adding “ (”ﺍﺕät), “(”ﺟﺎﺕjät) is added, as shown in the figure 1(d) [2].
ﺧﻮﺍﻧﻨﺪﻩ ← ﺧﻮﺍﻧﻨﺪﮔﺎﻥ

ﻛﺘﺎﺏ ← ﻛﺘﺐ

(xänandeh → xänandegän)

(ketäb → kotob)

ﺭﻭﺣﺎﻧﻲ ← ﺭﻭﺣﺎﻧﻴﻮﻥ
ruhäny → ruhänyun

ﻛﺎﺭﺧﺎﻧﻪ ← ﻛﺎﺭﺧﺎﻧﺠﺎﺕ
(kärxäneh → kärxänejat)

ﻣﺆﻣﻦ ← ﻣﺆﻣﻨﻴﻦ
momen → momenin

ﺗﺪﺍﺭﻙ ← ﺗﺪﺍﺭﻛﺎﺕ
tadärok → tadärokät

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.
In Persian a pronoun can add to the end of the noun. But if a noun is ending in a “(”ﺍä),
or “(”ﻭu); then before adding the pronoun, “(”ﻱy) is added to the end of the noun. Examples
of this case are “(”ﭘـﺎ ← ﭘـﺎﻳﻢpä → päyam) that is equal to “foot → my foot”, and “ﭼـﺎﻗﻮ ← ﭼـﺎﻗﻮﻳﺶ
”(chäghu→chäghuya) that is equal to “knife → his knife”. Also if a singular pronoun is added
to the end of the noun and the noun is ending in a “(”ﻩeh); then before adding the pronoun,
“(”ﺍa) is added to the end of the noun. Example of this case is “(”ﺧﺎﻧـﻪ ← ﺧﺎﻧـﻪﺍﻡxäneh→xäneham)
that is equal to “house → my house”
For stemming words that are adopted from Arabic language, we can enter rules and
stems from Arabic language or use a table lookup method for these words. Since there are
problems with constructing this table, we chose the first method.

3. Bon Algorithm
Bon such as most stemmers currently in use is an iterative longest match stemmer. An
iterative longest match stemmer removes the longest possible string of characters from a
word according to a set of rules. This process is repeated until no more characters can be
removed. Even after all characters have been removed, stems may not be correct. The word

"("ﺧـﺎﻧﮕﻲxänegy) that is equal to “house-made”, for example, may have been reduced to the
stem "("ﺧﺎﻧـﮓxäneg) which will not match "("ﺧﺎﻧـﻪxäneh) that is equal to “house”. There are two
techniques to handle this: recoding or partial matching [1].
Recoding is a context sensitive transformation of the form AxC -> AyC where A and C
specify the context of the transformation, x is the input string, and y is the transformed
string. In partial matching, only the n initial characters of stems are used in comparing
them. Using this approach, we might say that two stems are equivalent if they agree in all
but their last character [1]. In Bon recoding technique is being used. For addressing
exceptions in Persian words, we have made following components in Bon:
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Stemming rules that are extracted from Persian word constructing
rules.

B)
C)
D)

A dictionary of Persian infinitives.
A dictionary of “Mokassar” words and their singular form
A dictionary of insensitive words. Because of difficulties in making
this dictionary, we have constructed an experimental dictionary, which has
almost 7000 words. For constructing this dictionary, we extracted words from
450 abstracts in our collection. Then by running Bon, words that were
derivative of any other word in dictionary were eliminated. Moreover we
gradually added or eliminated many words to/from insensitive dictionary.
In Persian letters are attached to one another to form words. So for addressing what
words should be attached together and what are separate, we have to consider any word
and its followings in the text simultaneously. This consideration is incorporated in Bon.

4. Experiments
Stemmers can be judged on their retrieval effectiveness that usually measured with
recall and precision (for definitions of these parameters see [3]), and on their speed, size,
and so on. Finally, they can be rated on their compression performance. In this experiment
we used recall and precision measurements in an IR system for Bon evaluation.
We have put together a corpus of 450 abstracts of Persian texts in the domain of
computer science, which is called PCA (Persian Computer Abstracts). Experiments were
performed on this collection using 32 queries.
In document retrieval the needed information is the subset of documents which are
deemed to be relevant to the query. So words that cannot possibly be used to identify
document content, are eliminated in indexing time. We use a typical stop list in our Persian
IR system. This list has 150 Persian high frequency words, and is shown in table 1.
Table 1- typical stop list for a Persian IR system
(then)ﺁﻧﮕﺎﻩ

(which)ﺁﻧﻜﻪ

(whatever)ﺁﻧﭽﻪ

(there)ﺁﻧﺠﺎ

(they)ﺁﻧﺎﻥ

(that)ﺁﻥ

(now)ﺍﻻﻥ

(although)ﺍﮔﺮﭼﻪ

(if)ﺍﮔﺮ

(is)ﺍﺳﺖ

(from)ﺍﺯ

(those)ﺁﻧﻬﺎ

(this)ﺍﻳﻦ

(they)ﺍﻳﺸﺎﻥ

(he,she)ﺍﻭ

(do)ﺍﻧﺠﺎﻡ

(but)ﺍﻣﺎ

(be)ﺑﺎﺷﺪ

(with)ﺑﺎ

(therefore)ﺑﻨﺎﺑﺮﺍﻳﻦ

**

ﺑﻨﺎﺑﺮ

*

ﺍﻱ

(these)ﺍﻳﻨﻬﺎ

(so)ﺍﻳﻨﮕﻮﻧﻪ

(it’s)ﺍﻳﻨﺴﺖ

(here)ﺍﻳﻨﺠﺎ

(for)ﺑﺮﺍﻱ

(upon,over)ﺑﺮ

(without)ﺑﺪﻭﻥ

(must,should)ﺑﺎﻳﺪ

(many)ﺗﺎﻳﻲ

(until)ﺗﺎ

(then)ﭘﺲ

(between)ﺑﻴﻦ

(more)ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮ

(at)ﺑﻪ

(that)ﭼﻨﺎﻥ

(how)ﭼﮕﻮﻧﻪ

(manner)ﭼﮕﻮﻧﮕﻲ

(why)ﭼﺮﺍ

(via)ﺗﻮﺳﻂ

(you)ﺗﻮ

(this)ﭼﻨﻴﻦ

(many)ﭼﻨﺪﻳﻦ

(multiple)ﭼﻨﺪﮔﺎﻧﻪ

(so much)ﭼﻨﺪﺍﻥ

(a few)ﭼﻨﺪ

(if)ﭼﻨﺎﻧﭽﻪ

(even)ﺣﺘﻲ

(what is)ﭼﻴﺴﺖ

(anything)ﭼﻴﺰﻱ

(thing)ﭼﻴﺰ

(since)ﭼﻮﻥ

(what)ﭼﻪ

(himself,herself)ﺧﻮﺩﺵ

(yourselves)ﺧﻮﺩﺗﺎﻥ

(yourself)ﺧﻮﺩﺕ

(itself)ﺧﻮﺩ

(will)ﺧﻮﺍﻫﻴﻢ

(will)ﺧﻮﺍﻫﺪ

(having)ﺩﺍﺭﺍﻱ

(given)ﺩﺍﺩﻩ

(self)ﺧﻮﻳﺶ

(ourselves)ﺧﻮﺩﻣﺎﻥ

(myself)ﺧﻮﺩﻡ

(themselves)ﺧﻮﺩﺷﺎﻥ

(other)ﺩﻳﮕﺮ

(both)ﺩﻭ

(about)ﺩﺭﺑﺎﺭﻩ

(in)ﺩﺭ

(next)ﺳﭙﺲ

(because)ﺯﻳﺮﺍ

(on)ﺭﻭﻱ

*

part of Persian present perfect verbs for the second person
part of “( ”ﺑﻨﺎﺑﺮ ﺍﻳﻦtherefore)

**

***

ﺭﺍ

(having)ﺩﺍﺷﺘﻪ

(has)ﺩﺍﺭﺩ

(another)ﺩﻳﮕﺮﻱ

(others)ﺩﻳﮕﺮﺍﻥ

(be)ﺷﻮﺩ

(you)ﺷﻤﺎ

(becoming)ﺷﺪﻩ

(became)ﺷﺪ

(may)ﺷﺎﻳﺪ

(that)ﻛﻪ

(do)ﻛﺮﺩﻥ

(do)ﻛﺮﺩ

(which)ﻛﺪﺍﻡ

(only)ﻓﻘﻂ

(between)ﻣﺎﺑﻴﻦ

(we)ﻣﺎ

(however)ﻟﻴﻜﻦ

(however)ﻟﻜﻦ

(taken)ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ

(though)ﮔﺮﭼﻪ

(can)ﻣﻴﺘﻮﺍﻥ

(is)ﻣﻴﺒﺎﺷﺪ

(case)ﻣﻮﺭﺩ

(I)ﻣﻦ

(several)ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ

(as)ﻣﺎﻧﻨﺪ

(do)ﻣﻴﻜﻨﻨﺪ

(do)ﻣﻴﻜﻨﺪ

(become)ﻣﻴﺸﻮﻧﺪ

(becomes)ﻣﻴﺸﻮﺩ

(give)ﻣﻴﺪﻫﺪ

(could)ﻣﻴﺘﻮﺍﻧﺪ

(isn’t)ﻧﻴﺴﺖ

(again)ﻧﻴﺰ

(need)ﻧﻴﺎﺯ

(kind)ﻧﻮﻉ

(cannot)ﻧﻤﻴﺘﻮﺍﻥ

(seem)ﻧﻈﺮ

*****

(whatever)ﻫﺮﭼﻪ

(each)ﻫﺮ

(same)ﻫﻤﺎﻥ

(too)ﻫﻢ

(are)ﻫﺴﺘﻴﻢ

(including)ﺷﺎﻣﻞ
****

ﺻﻮﺭﺕ

*****

*****

ﻫﺎ

(aren’t)ﻧﻴﺴﺘﻨﺪ

(are)ﻫﺴﺘﻨﺪ

(is)ﻫﺴﺖ

(every)ﻫﺮﻳﻚ

ﻫﺎﻳﻲ

ﻫﺎﻱ

(all)ﻫﻤﻪ

(each other)ﻫﻤﺪﻳﮕﺮ

(like)ﻫﻤﭽﻮﻥ

(also)ﻫﻤﭽﻨﻴﻦ

(like)ﻫﻤﺎﻧﻨﺪ

(same)ﻫﻤﺎﻧﻄﻮﺭ

(never)ﻫﻴﭻ

(still,yet)ﻫﻨﻮﺯ

(this)ﻫﻤﻴﻦ

(always)ﻫﻤﻴﺸﻪ

(usual)ﻫﻤﻴﺸﮕﻲ

(ever)ﻫﻤﻮﺍﺭﻩ

(but)ﻭﻟﻲ

(otherwise)ﻭﮔﺮﻧﻪ

(being)ﻭﺟﻮﺩ

(and)ﻭ

(any)ﻫﻴﭽﮕﻮﻧﻪ

(none)ﻫﻴﭽﻜﺪﺍﻡ

(one)ﻳﻜﻲ

(each other)ﻳﻜﺪﻳﮕﺮ

(a,an)ﻳﻚ

(or)ﻳﺎ

(he,she)ﻭﻱ

In an IR system all search strategies are based on comparison between the query and
the stored documents. We implemented Boolean search strategy in our IR system. Next we
asked computer students to make a query, and then determine which documents in the
collection are relevant to their query. Table 2 shows the evaluation of bypassing or using
Bon in our IR system.
Table 2- comparison of retrieval effectiveness with and without using Bon stemmer
Recall

Precision

Without stemming

0.3595258

0.8974702

Using Bon stemmer

0.5421372

0.8397220

We see that stemming on a collection of Persian texts in the domain of computer science
could increase recall by 40 percent. Bon takes each term in the query, and tries to determine
which other terms in the database might have the same stem. If any possibly related terms
are found, Bon presents them to the searcher for selection. It also allows searchers to focus
their attention on other search problems. To illustrate how a stemmer is used in searching,
consider the following example:
Example1: suppose a searcher has requested the following query:
(šabake yä internet) va amnyat

) ﺷﺒﻜﻪ ﻳﺎ ﺍﻳﻨﺘﺮﻧﺖ ( ﻭ ﺍﻣﻨﻴﺖ

( Network OR Internet ) AND security

If the IR system doesn’t have stemming, the following text, for example,
wouldn’t be retrieved. However this text is relevant to the query.
 ﺍﺳﺖ ﻛﻪ ﺩﺭ ﺍﻭﺍﻳـﻞ ﺩﻫـﻪ ﺟـﺎﺭﻱKeyptoKnight ﻳﻜﻲ ﺍﺯ ﺷﺎﻳﻌﺘﺮﻳﻦ ﭘﺮﻭﺗﻜﻠﻬﺎﻱ ﺗﻮﺯﻳﻊ ﻛﻠﻴﺪ ﺩﺭ ﺣﺎﻝ ﺣﺎﺿﺮ ﭘﺮﻭﺗﻜﻠﻬﺎﻱ
 ﻫـﺪﻑ. ﺩﺭ ﺍﻳﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﭘﺲ ﺍﺯ ﻣﻌﺮﻓﻲ ﺧﺎﻧﻮﺍﺩﻩ ﭘﺮﻭﺗﻜﻠﻬﺎﻱ ﻣﺬﻛﻮﺭ ﺑﻪ ﺍﺭﺯﻳﺎﺑﻲ ﺁﻥ ﺍﻗﺪﺍﻡ ﻣﻲﺷﻮﺩ.ﻣﻴﻼﺩﻱ ﺍﺭﺍﺋﻪ ﮔﺮﺩﻳﺪﻩ ﺍﺳﺖ
***
particle as a sign of the definitive direct object
 ﺑﻪ ﺍﻫﺪﺍﻑ ﺍﻋﻼﻡ ﺷﺪﻩ ﻃﺮﺍﺣـﺎﻥ ﺧـﻮﺩ ﺩﺳـﺖKeyptoKnight ﺍﺯ ﺍﻳﻦ ﺍﺭﺯﻳﺎﺑﻲ ﭘﺎﺳﺦ ﻣﺸﺮﻭﺣﻲ ﺑﻪ ﺍﻳﻦ ﺳﺆﺍﻝ ﺍﺳﺖ ﻛﻪ ﺁﻳﺎ
****
part of “( ”ﺑﺪﻳﻦ ﺻﻮﺭﺕso)
. ﺩﺭ ﻫﻤﻴﻦ ﺭﺍﺳﺘﺎ ﻳﻚ ﻣﻘﺎﻳﺴﻪ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻠﻲ ﺑﻴﻦ ﺍﻳﻦ ﭘﺮﻭﺗﻜﻞ ﺑﺎ ﭘﺮﻭﺗﻜﻠﻬﺎﻱ ﻣﻄﺮﺡ ﻭ ﻫﻤﺴﻨﮓ ﺁﻥ ﺍﻧﺠﺎﻡ ﻣﻲﮔﻴـﺮﺩ.ﻳﺎﻓﺘﻪ ﺍﺳﺖ
*****
particles as plural sign
ﺑﺎﻻﺧﺮﻩ ﺿﻤﻦ ﻣﻌﺮﻓﻲ ﻳﻚ ﺭﺧﻨﻪ ﺩﺭ ﺍﻳﻦ ﺧﺎﻧﻮﺍﺩﻩ ﻧﺸﺎﻥ ﺩﺍﺩﻩ ﻣﻲﺷﻮﺩ ﻛﻪ ﺍﻫﺪﺍﻑ ﻃﺮﺍﺣﺎﻥ ﺩﺭ ﺗـﻼﺵ ﺑـﺮﺍﻱ ﺩﺳـﺘﻴﺎﺑﻲ ﺑـﻪ
.ﺣﺪﺍﻛﺜﺮ ﺳﺎﺯﮔﺎﺭﻱ ﺑﺎ ﺍﻧﻮﺍﻉ ﺗﻮﭘﻮﻟﻮﮊﻳﻬﺎﻱ ﺍﻳﺠﺎﺩ ﺷﺒﻜﻪ ﺑﻪ ﺍﻳﺠﺎﺩ ﺧﻠﻞ ﺩﺭ ﺟﻨﺒﻪﻫﺎﻱ ﺍﻣﻨﻴﺘﻲ ﭘﺮﻭﺗﻜﻞ ﻣﻨﺠﺮ ﺷﺪﻩ ﺍﺳﺖ

But if stemming is used during indexing time, the word “(”ﺍﻣﻨﻴﺘـﻲamnyaty) is
indexed as “(”ﺍﻣﻨﻴـﺖamnyat). So this text would be retrieved in response to the
above query.

Also Running Bon revealed that the Bon stemming algorithm is fast. Stemming a word
on a PentiumIII 550 machine with 64Mbytes memory, takes only 0.03 seconds on average.

5. Conclusions
This paper describes first attempt on stemming Persian words. In Persian there are
many exceptions for making any stemming rule. We have considered these exceptions in
designing our stemmer. This stemmer that is called Bon, is a program that relate
morphologically similar indexing and search terms in Persian texts.
Experiments revealed that using stems as index terms gives better retrieval results than
using full words. In experiments of this paper Bon have increased recall parameter by 40
percent.
For testing Bon, we have gathered a Persian corpus (PCA). It seems appropriate to use
the collection gathered in this paper to test other future Persian IR systems. In the future
we will study other Persian IR models.
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